MIAMI'S HOTTEST RETAIL SHOP

hey there, lovely!
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Admin Pro Guide

Admin Pro site licenses are for teams of teachers,
schools, or entire districts. Your membership provides a
cohesive publishing experience across K-12 classrooms,
with management and visibility throughout your
organization. The purpose of this guide is to help you
configure and support Kidblog across your organization.
Thank you for helping cultivate a thriving learning
environment for your students and faculty.

Sincerely,
The Kidblog Team
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Your Organization
When your school or district activates your Admin Pro
membership you are provided an additional enterprise
feature called your organization. From your dashboard, you
are able to manage all classes and users under your Admin
Pro membership. This includes adding and removing teacher
and student accounts, creating & deleting classes, and viewing
all activity within organization classes.
Admin Pro allows for one or more users to have the role of
Administrator of the organization. As an Administrator, you
are able to manage all aspects of your organization’s Kidblog
environment.

Org Admin

Class A

Class B
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Class C

User Roles
Administrator
The Administrator role is the "super-user" level. As an
Administrator, you are able to manage teachers and students
across classes in your organization.

Teacher
Teachers manage user accounts and moderate content within
their individual classes. Teachers cannot edit Administrator
accounts.

Moderator
Moderator is an advanced role available only to you as an
Admin Pro user. The Moderator has the ability to approve/edit
posts & comments within a class, but can't alter student
accounts. This user role is added by a teacher within a class.

Parents/Guardians
The parent role provides a secure connection to a specific
student. Parents can view their child's individual portfolio but
cannot comment on these posts. Parents are invited by
individual users from the portfolio page. If parents need
additional access to a class, they can be added to the class
under a Guest role. The Guest role is added by a teacher within
a class.
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Setup
Logging in as an Administrator
Log in as an Administrator via email at the general purpose
login screen.

https://kidblog.org/login
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Adding Users
Rostering via SIS or Clever data
*Available for those who opted for rostering assistance.
Rostering assistance is accessible to all administrators of your
organization. If there is a specific person at your school or
district that handles SIS data, add him or her as an administrator
to provide access to upload data files (see page 8).
Roster files may be securely uploaded at the org Rostering page
in your organization settings.
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*Available for those who opted for rostering assistance.
Once all files have been uploaded and verified by our system,
you may request a rollout for your organization.

Kidblog will perform the rollout and notify you once the process
has been completed. You have any additional questions on the
rostering process, please email support@kidblog.org.
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Adding users manually
To add additional Administrators, click the blue ‘Join-Codes’
button under the organization’s Users page. Enable the
‘Administrator’ join-code and provide the code and organization
join-link (also included in your welcome email from
support@kidblog.org) to your additional Administrators.

Note: Administrators have full visibility into your organization.
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To create Teachers (who do not already have existing Kidblog
accounts) click the blue ‘Join-Codes’ button under the
organization’s Users page. Enable the ‘Teacher’ join-code and
provide the code and organization join-link (provided in your
welcome email from support@kidblog.org) to your faculty. The
teachers will be prompted to create new teacher accounts in
Kidblog.

For additional help, see our help center:
http://bit.ly/AddTeacher
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Any existing teacher accounts can be seamlessly merged into
your organization’s membership. Instead of signing up for a
new account, teachers should log in to their current Kidblog
account first, then enter the organization join-code.
Connect any existing classes to your organization by sending
the Teacher the class connection link. This link is customized
for your organization and was provided in your welcome email
when the organization was established.
Note: The teacher must be a member of your organization before using the
connection link. If not, they will be asked for a join-code.
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Students will be added to your organization once they have
been added to a class within the organization. Administrators
or teachers are able to add students to the class roster.
Students can be added to classes using join-codes, via CSV
roster files, or manually from the class Users page.
Note: To preserve portfolio content, ensure students who already have a
Kidblog account do not set up a new account. These students can be
added via join-code or CSV roster files.

For additional help, see our help center:
http://bit.ly/AddSt
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Organization Settings
Your Dashboard
You can view details for your organization from your
organization General Settings page. This page displays the
number of active students and you can access your
organization Class and Users pages. You may also change
your organization avatar, name, and description.
Note: Remember, you may access your Dashboard at anytime by clicking on
the "K" in the upper left or from the dropdown menu in the upper right.
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Managing Users
Users within your organization can be managed from the
organization's Users page. You are able to Edit, Remove,
Lock, or view the Portfolio of users in your organization.
Simply click the link of the action you would like to complete
next to the user's display name.
Edit - Edit the display name, email address, or password of a
student
Lock - Lock a student's account. This will prevent a
student from logging into their Kidblog account.
Portfolio - View the user's individual portfolio. A portfolio is
a history of all content published by an individual user
across classes and school years.
Remove - Remove a user from the organization.
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Managing Classes
Classes within your organization can be managed from your
organization Classes page. You are able to view and edit class
Settings, Archive or Restore a previously archived class, or
Delete a class from your organization.
Settings - This link will bring you directly to the class settings.
Here you can manage class Themes/Sidebar, Users, Privacy,
Categories, and Connections.
Archive - To archive a class is to make the class a part of
your organization history. All content within the class will
remain, but users can no longer add or edit content within
the class. A class may be restored after it has been
archived. Students in an archived class no longer count
towards your organization's student quota.
Delete - Remove the class and class history entirely from
the system.
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Transitioning Users
As the administrator of a group of Kidblog users and classes,
you may find there are times you need to move a student
from one class to a different class. For example, when a school
year ends, students will need to be moved into classes for the
new year. In order to ensure the student still has access to all
previously published content and will be able to continue to
build their students portfolio, you will use join-codes to add
the student to another class.
*Students will be transitioned into their new class(es) via CSV
roster files if you have opted for rostering assistance.

For additional help, see our help center:
http://bit.ly/MoveSt
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Instructions for students with email or Google
accounts
Step 1 - Teacher
enables the Student
join-code (via class
Users page) and
provides to students

Step 2 - Existing students will “Log
In” with email or Google account

Step 3 - Student enters
the new class join-code
from his/her dashboard
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Instructions for students without email
Step 1 - Teacher
enables the Student
join-code (via class
Users page) and
provide to students

Step 2 - Existing students will
navigate to any of their existing
class URLs (past or present) and
log in using the drop-down list
of users

Step 3 - Student
enters the new class
join-code from
his/her dashboard
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Administrator & Teacher Resources
Kidblog Blog

Kidblog Webinars - For teachers, by teachers

Help Center

Support - support@kidblog.org
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